Insulin and cyclic adenosine monophosphate increase prolactin gene expression through different response pathways.
Insulin and cAMP stimulate prolactin gene transcription and prolactin-CAT expression in rat pituitary tumor GH cells. Expression of prolactin-CAT construct, pPrl(-173/+75)CAT, is stimulated 10- to 30-fold by either insulin or cAMP. Addition of both insulin and cAMP resulted in an additive 20- to 60-fold stimulation. Although the regulatory sequences have not been defined precisely, both insulin and cAMP appear to stimulate transcription of prolactin-CAT expression through possibly identical sequences in the -106/-87 region of the promoter. Insulin mediated increases in prolactin-CAT expression are not ras-dependent in GH4 cells. Thus, a number of experiments were performed to determine that the effects of insulin and cAMP are independent. First, insulin does not stimulate cAMP levels in GH4 cells. Second, cAMP action was inhibited by expression of a mutant regulatory subunit of cAMP-dependent protein kinase A that does not bind cAMP and by expression of an inhibitor of cAMP-dependent protein kinase A, while insulin action was not affected by expression of these proteins. Thus, although the regulatory sequences for insulin and cAMP may be identical, the effects of insulin and cAMP on the prolactin gene are clearly mediated through distinct response pathway.